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Eerste Kwartaal 2021

General Comment on Market Developments

10y bund yields have settled around -0.30% in March, after a steep rise earlier in the year,
outperforming US and UK peers which continued the march higher. Sovereign spreads are
generally firmer, helped by an improving political situation in Italy. Corporate spreads have
been drifting wider for most of the month before reversing a half of the movie in the final few
days. Overall, the Bloomberg Barclays Euro Aggregate index registered a -1.91% total return
capping what has been one of the more difficult quarters for developed market fixed income in
recent history.

European economies have been battling with a sluggish vaccine roll-out, rising infection rates,
renewed lockdown restrictions or delayed re-opening. As investors would prefer to look
through these temporary headwinds, the vaccine roll-out looks set to accelerate in the second
quarter, and should pave the way to a full restart in the second half of 2021. Still, the political
cost for those incumbents facing elections may be more enduring – especially in light of the
elections in Germany this September and potentially also in France next Spring. The
economic fundamentals still point to the European economy eventually returning to its pre-
COVID trend, but the renewed near-term weakness implies that the full restart is likely to be
delayed.

In Economic data, Euro area flash composite PMI came in at 52.5, up from 48.8 and well
above consensus. The strength was driven by the continued strength in the manufacturing
sector. The reading is consistent with improvements seen in the mobility indicators during the
data period. However, the latest restrictions were likely not caught by this set of PMIs.

The manufacturing upturn was led by a record surge of factory production in Germany,
accompanied by the fastest production growth since January 2018 in both France and the rest
of the region as a whole. March also saw firms’ costs rise at the fastest rate for a decade,
pushing prices charged for both goods and services higher during the month. Goods prices
rose especially markedly, posting the largest rise for almost ten years, often linked to suppliers
hiking prices amid record supply chain delays as shortages worsened.

Eurozone March inflation report showed CPI rising to 1.3% from 0.9% in February. Core CPI,
however, moved two tenths lower from 1.1% to 0.9%. This number has been less consistent
this year due to changes to the inflation basket, German VAT rate change and COVID related
delays. Sentiment surveys have generally come in stronger than expected.

European investment grade credit spreads have drifted wider for most of March reflecting a
somewhat higher than expected level of issuance. However, a global risk rally during the final
week of the month has seen corporates undo most of its month-to-date drift. The OAS for the
Bloomberg Barclays Euro-Aggregate Corporate index finished the month at 90bps. The total
return for the index was 0.21%, bringing the year-to-date number to -0.68%.

Just weeks after a collapse of UK lender Greensill Capital; a US family office Archegos was
unable to meet margin calls which led to a forced asset liquidation and multi-billion losses for
exposed prime brokers. Credit Suisse was the most impacted name in both cases with $4.7bn
of losses disclosed so far. Whilst the incidents themselves are not likely to lead to a broader
contagion, they likely to lead to more investor and regulatory scrutiny on banks’ risk
management, especially for those with extensive exposure to private wealth.

Rendement

% Kwartaal Jaar tot op 
heden

3-Jaars
Ann.

5-Jaars
Ann.

10-Jaars
Ann.

Fonds -2.6% -2.6% 3.1% 2.3% 5.0%

Benchmark -2.3% -2.3% 2.9% 2.0% 4.5%

Outlook

As the vaccine rollout progresses and monetary & fiscal
stimulus increases, particularly in the US, we could see
global growth forecasts adjusted upwards. We expect
rising growth and stronger economic data to drive market
valuations going forward. On the Central Banks front, we
expect ECB to remain accommodative with no rate hikes
until 2023 at least and asset purchase programmes to
remain in place. Despite the revival of inflation risk, the
levels remain below targets for now and we will continue
watching the evolution closely in the coming month.

In credit, the risk level has been stable over the month.
Given the strong supply in Euro markets last year and in
Q1 2021, we expect issuance to fall back in the coming
months. Issuer selection remains key to deliver alpha
and we continue to look at off-benchmark opportunities
such as the long-end of the USD credit curve which offer
attractive valuation.
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